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ABSTRACT: Current-induced heating in molecular junctions stems from the interaction
between tunneling electrons and localized molecular vibrations. If the electronic excitation of a
given vibrational mode exceeds heat dissipation, a situation known as vibrational instability is
established, which can seriously compromise the integrity of the junction. Using out of
equilibrium first-principles calculations, we demonstrate that vibrational instabilities can take
place in the general case of molecular wires with separated unoccupied electronic states. From
the ab initio results, we derive a model to characterize unstable vibrational modes and construct
a diagram that maps mode stability. These results generalize previous theoretical work and
predict vibrational instabilities in a new regime.

The theoretical understanding of electron transport in
nanoscale systems has experienced significant advances in

recent years.1,2 In the field of molecular electronics, in
particular, the balance between the energy released and
absorbed by electrical current flowing through molecular
junctions out of equilibrium represents an active topic of
research since this energy transfer affects the stability of the
system. Electrons can exchange energy with localized molecular
vibrations3−10 thus increasing or decreasing the junction
effective temperature. The system is stable under an applied
bias if a steady-state solution for the vibronic population can be
found. However, due to the high current densities, the amount
of energy transferred between the electronic system and
vibrations of the molecule can lead to conformational
changes11−15 or molecular dissociation and breakdown of the
junction.16−18 Understanding heat generation and dissipation at
the atomistic level is therefore not only of fundamental interest
but also a prerequisite for the realization of nanoelectronic
devices.
From a theoretical perspective, current-induced heating and

cooling in molecular junctions has been extensively studied
using different approaches. In model systems, inelastic
excitation of molecular vibrations has been explored with
both master equations19−22 as well as Green’s function
techniques23−26 while, for ab initio calculations, the latter
method has been preferentially used.27−31 The energy trans-
ferred from the electrical current to molecular vibrations can be
dissipated through different channels such as anharmonic
coupling between the modes of the molecule, the coupling to
bulk phonons, or the electronic bath itself. When the current-
induced heat generation overcomes cooling processes, the
population of vibrational modes increases with time, a situation
known as vibrational instability. Different mechanisms have

been identified as possible origins of vibrational instabilities
such as a high external bias or the suppression of electron−hole
damping of molecular vibrational energy.32 In a nonequilibrium
situation, it has been demonstrated that the presence of
nonconservative wind and Berry phase forces can also lead to
an uncontrolled increase of vibron population and mode
energy.29,33,34 Theoretical works based on Green’s functions
techniques7 and master equation approach35 showed how a
bias-driven population inversion of filled and empty states in
molecular junctions with donor−acceptor structure, where the
applied voltage lifts the occupied donor resonance above the
empty acceptor state, could generate the conditions for negative
vibrational damping and vibrational instability.
Here we perform a detailed analysis based on density

functional theory (DFT) and nonequilibrium Green’s function
technique (NEGF) of the current-induced heating dynamics of
a representative terphenyl molecular wire with separated empty
electronic states. Despite the absence of a donor−acceptor
structure or population inversion, DFT-NEGF reveals the
presence of several unstable vibrational modes. Based on these
results, we build a two-level model system that generalizes these
findings. We find that vibrational instabilities are a more general
phenomenon that does not require a donor−acceptor structure
and should be applicable to molecular junctions that have
LUMO-dominated transport and empty molecular orbitals
separated on each side of the junction. This electronic
separation can be achieved by chemical means (e.g., with
donor−acceptor groups7,36−38) or, as exemplified here, from
structural factors such as bulky steric groups, which give rise to
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decreased π conjugation.39,40 We show how, as the applied
voltage modulates the offsets between left and right molecular
states, emission processes can be enhanced, and vibrational
instabilities can occur. From ab initio and model calculations,
we analyze the electronic and vibrational properties that make
vibrational modes unstable under bias, and derive a stability
diagram for archetypal molecular junctions that generalizes the
previous findings. Our calculations thus reveal, for the first time,
the important role of the electron-vibration coupling matrix
internal structure in the generation of instabilities.
Figure 1a shows the geometry studied in the present work.

The molecule consists of a terphenyl wire with cyano groups at

both ends. It is adsorbed on Au(111) electrodes with tetrameric
tips. Two phenyl rings have CH3 groups, whose steric repulsion
increases the twist angle between these two rings to about 82°,
decreasing the conjugation of the conducting π system39,40 and
electronically separating both sides of the junction. We
introduce a third phenyl ring to generate a small splitting
between the left and right states. The right-localized state is at a
slightly lower energy since it is delocalized over two rings.
Figure 1b illustrates the energy exchange processes between
tunneling electrons and localized molecular vibrations.
Electrons releasing energy as molecular vibrations (red
arrow) heat the junction, while absorption of vibrations (blue
arrows) increases the energy of the tunneling electrons,
effectively cooling the junction. A two-level system can be
constructed to model the molecular junction. Empty molecular
states localized on either end of the molecule are represented
by ϵL and ϵR and coupled to the respective electrode via a
parameter τ. Both states interact weakly with each other
through a hopping term t.
These energy exchange mechanisms can be described by the

following expression:7,28,41,42
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Here, ϵ′= ϵ ± ℏωλ. Superscripts “a,e” refer to absorption and
emission, respectively, while indices α and β label the left and
right electrodes. Notice the integration limits ϵi and ϵf in eq 1
are different for absorption and emission processes.7,42 The
rates for each mode λ also depend on energy ϵ and involve
averaging the spectral functions Aα,β(ϵ) over parallel electron
momentum k.42 In the undamped limit, the population of
junction vibrations is given by7
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where Vb is the applied bias voltage and Ra,λ(Vb) is the sum of
all absorption processes. As long as Ra,λ(Vb) > Re,λ(Vb), the
population Nλ(Vb) is positive, and, if the energy stored in the
vibrational modes does not induce any change in the junction,
the system is stable under an applied bias. However, if Ra,λ(Vb)
< Re,λ(Vb), then Nλ(Vb) < 0, which means that a steady state
solution for vibron populations cannot be found, and the
system is unstable.7,32,35

Figure 2 shows the left- and right-projected spectral functions
at 0 V (top panels) and 1.4 V (bottom panels) from the ab

initio calculations. At equilibrium, the peaks of the left and right
spectral functions are 0.25 eV apart, a splitting arising from
being confined to one or two benzene rings, respectively. This
separation of left and right states is also reflected in the different
bias dependence of their spectral functions. AL shifts with the
left chemical potential μL, while AR shifts with μR (the applied
bias is split between both electrodes).
The heating and stability of vibrational modes clearly depend

on the external bias through the out-of-equilibrium self-
consistent electronic structure and integration window [eq 1].
In the following, we consider Vb = 1.4 V, a voltage at which ϵR
is inside the Fermi window, and we find several unstable
modes. At 1.4 V, AL has been shifted up in energy by almost 0.3
eV (its peak is at ∼1.3 eV), while on the right side the peak of
AR moves down by a similar amount to approximately 0.5 eV.
The red and blue curves in Figure 2 are the right spectral
functions AR(ϵ) shifted by the mode energy ℏωλ. Emission and

Figure 1. (a) Side view of a terphenyl molecule anchored to Au(111)
electrodes with tetrameric terminations. The large twist angle between
benzene rings induced by the steric repulsion of CH3 groups results in
separated π electronic states. (b) Schematic of a two-level system of
the current-induced heating and cooling processes taking place in the
junction.

Figure 2. DFT-NEGF left- and right-projected spectral functions AL
and AR calculated at 0.0 V (top panels) and at 1.4 V (bottom panels).
Blue and red curves correspond to the right spectral functions shifted
by the mode energy AR

±=AR(ϵ ± ℏωλ), relevant for vibration
absorption and emission processes.
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absorption rates of molecular vibrations are proportional to
AR(ϵ − ℏωλ) and AR(ϵ + ℏωλ), respectively [eq 2], affecting the
energies at which emission and absorption reach their maxima.
Ab initio calculations yield nine unstable vibrational modes at Vb
= 1.4 V. Figure 3 shows the interelectrode emission and

absorption functions [eq 2] for one of these modes, which, as
we discuss below, is a representative example of instability. The
peak value of emission ΛL,R

e,λ is much greater than for absorption
ΛL,R

a,λ . Therefore, integration of these functions to calculate the
rates [eq 1] yields a higher emission than absorption, and this
mode is unstable. Intraelectrode absorption processes ΛL,L

a,λ and
ΛR,R

a,λ are much smaller than interelectrode terms and do not
reverse the mode instability. First-principles calculations
confirmed that all unstable modes verify these two character-
istics: (i) higher peak values of emission than interelectrode
absorption functions (ΛL,R

max,e,λ>ΛL,R
max,a,λ), and (ii) mode (in)-

stability is not affected by intraelectrode terms.
To understand these findings and to distill the main physical

mechanisms behind vibrational instabilities, we turn to the two-
level model introduced in Figure 1b, which represents empty
molecular states separated on either side of the junction. Details
of the model are discussed in the Supporting Information. At a
given bias voltage, only some vibrational modes are unstable.
Therefore, we first discuss the characteristics of these unstable
modes. In this two-level model, the expression for the emission
and absorption functions [eq 2] is evaluated at two energies
(AL at ϵ, while AR at ϵ ± ℏωλ). The expressions for A

L and AR

depend on the on-site energies (ϵL,ϵR), coupling to the
electrodes (τL,τR) and the left−right coupling (t). We first fit
the ab initio transmission spectrum at 1.4 eV to obtain these
parameters, which allows us to compute AL and AR for the two-
level model. Then, the elements of the model electron-vibration
matrix Mλ = (mij

λ) are obtained for each unstable mode by
fitting the ab initio emission and absorption rates Λa,λ and Λe,λ.
This two-step process accurately maps the first-principles elastic
and the inelastic transport properties onto the two-level model.
The elements mij

λ (where, in this two-level system, the
subscript labels the L and R sites) show how the different
parameters of the model electronic structure are modulated by
the movement of the different atoms induced by the mode: mLL

λ

represents the change in the on-site energy ϵL, while mRR
λ refers

to ϵR. The off-diagonal term mLR
λ = mRL

λ is the change of the

left−right coupling term t due to the movement of the
dynamical atoms.
We find that for many unstable modes (including, e.g., for

the mode in Figure 3), the expression of emission and
absorption rates in eq 2 can be well approximated by just
contributions of the form:
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where ϵ′ = ϵ + ℏωλ (ϵ′ = ϵ − ℏωλ) for absorption (emission),
and aij

L,R(ϵ) are the elements of the spectral matrices. For
systems having separated electronic states with ϵL > ϵR, the
emission function will have larger aLL

L (ϵ)aij
R(ϵ′) products

compared to the absorption function: aLL
L (ϵ) increases with ϵ,

and thus aLL
L (ϵ)aij

R(ϵ′) products will be higher for emission
processes (since aij

R(ϵ′) peaks at higher energies ϵ′ = ϵ + ℏωλ)
than for absorption (where aij

R(ϵ′) reaches its maximum at
lower energies ϵ′ = ϵ − ℏωλ). This provides an intuitive
argument for why vibrational instabilities can be expected in
molecules with separated empty electronic states without the
need for population inversion. In molecular junctions, the
density of states is still sloped around EF after the position of
resonances has been shifted with respect to DFT as a
consequence of a more sophisticated description of electron
interaction.43

Next, we generalize this analysis of vibrational instabilities.
Figure 4 shows a stability diagram for a generic vibrational

mode with energy ℏωλ equal to the average energy of all
unstable modes in DFT-NEGF. The two-dimensional plot
shows mode stability calculated using the two-level model for a
wide range of values of diagonal elements mii

λ scaled to the
average value of mLR

λ across all nine unstable modes. The color
represents the difference in peak heights ΛL,R

max,a − ΛL,R
max,e. Red

regions correspond to the emission peak maximum being
higher than that of absorption, and the mode (defined by the
pair {mLL

λ ,mRR
λ }) is unstable. Conversely, blue regions denote

stable modes. The stability diagram constructed for the model
system correctly describes the stability or instability of all
modes computed from first-principles. Black circles represent
the nine unstable modes found using DFT-NEGF. Many of
these modes are distributed near the mRR

λ /mLR
λ = 0 axis,

Figure 3. DFT-NEGF emission and absorption functions [eq 2] for
unstable mode 2 at 1.4 V. Emission and absorption functions peak at
ϵR + ℏωλ and ϵR − ℏωλ, respectively. The higher peak value for
emission indicates that the mode is potentially unstable under the
applied bias.

Figure 4. Stability diagram for a generic vibrational mode in a two-
level system. Mode stability is given by the difference between
absorption and emission maxima. Blue (red) regions represent stable
(unstable) modes. The nine open symbols represent the unstable
modes obtained from DFT-NEGF fitted to the two-level system.
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meaning that they induce only weak changes of the mRR
λ

parameter and instead modulate a wide range of values of the
mLL

λ term. These modes mostly comprise the leftmost and
middle rings in Figure 1. Only in two cases does mRR

λ /mLR
λ take

large absolute values in modes that are more delocalized over
the entire molecule or localized on the rightmost ring.
Altogether, this analysis highlights that, for a given elastic
transmission spectrum, the internal structure of the electron-
vibration coupling matrix elements plays a fundamental role in
the stability of the modes.
Having characterized unstable vibrational modes, we now

discuss the role of electronic structure in mode stability using
the model system constructed from DFT-NEGF. We use the
energy and electron-vibration coupling matrix from one of the
representative modes near the mRR

λ /mLR
λ = 0 region discussed

above. The choice of this specific mode has little impact on our
conclusions. We keep the electronic structure parameters
(ϵR,τL,τR,t) fixed except ϵL, which we vary around ϵR. For each
value, we calculate the difference in peak heights ΛL,R

max,a − ΛL,R
max,e.

As before, we restrict the analysis to interelectrode terms, which
we have seen to determine the (in)stability of the mode. Figure
5 shows the calculated mode stability as a function of ϵL − ϵR

for the mode labeled 2 in Figure 4, which was previously
discussed. As ϵL is rigidly shifted, its occupation and offset with
ϵR change. To the left of the vertical line at ϵL − ϵR = 0.23 eV,
ϵL is below the left chemical potential, and the state is occupied.
The region to the right of that line corresponds to an empty ϵL
resonance. Since ϵR is kept at a fixed positive value, the shaded
region between 0 and 0.23 eV defines the condition for
population inversion. Positive values of Λmax,a − Λmax,e

correspond to a stable mode, while negative values indicate
vibrational instabilities. The peak at ϵL − ϵR = −0.12 eV ≃
−ℏωλ corresponds to efficient current-induced cooling arising
from increased absorption: the energy of the vibration
approximately matches the left−right level offset (ϵR ≃ ϵL +
ℏωλ). This resonance condition greatly intensifies the
absorption processes, which cool the junction, and thus Λmax,a

− Λmax,e ≫ 0.

For ϵL − ϵR > 0, Λmax,a − Λmax,e is negative, indicative of an
unstable junction. The dip at ϵL − ϵR = +0.12 eV ≃ ℏωλ is the
signature of a strong vibrational instability. This situation
corresponds to the population inversion condition described in
the literature for donor−acceptor states.7,35 Here, the applied
voltage has driven the occupied left resonance above the empty
right state. When the offset matches the energy of a vibrational
mode, emission is greatly enhanced, and the junction can
become unstable. However, the negative values to the right of
Figure 5 show that vibrational instabilities are also possible
outside this regime of population inversion. Results from DFT-
NEGF for mode 2 (green circle) are matched by the model
system and confirm the unstable character of the mode. This
trend is observed for all unstable modes. These results show
that, in molecular wires with separated unoccupied electronic
states, vibrational instabilities can arise without the conditions
of donor and acceptor states and population inversion.
To summarize, we demonstrated that current-induced

vibrational instabilities are a much more general phenomenon
than previously reported. We showed that they can be expected
in molecular junctions with separated empty electronic states.
We exemplified this regime in a junction where steric repulsion
induces the twisting of benzene rings, resulting in decreased
conjugation and states localized on either side of the molecule.
In linear chains of conjugated rings lacking steric groups, this
electronic separation also occurs when thermal fluctuations
induce large twist angles during ring rotation. We calculated,
combining DFT-NEGF and model calculations, the rates of
absorption and emission of vibrations and analyzed several
unstable modes. We characterized the unstable vibrational
modes and presented a stability diagram for the electron-
vibration coupling matrix elements. We also considered the
effect of electronic structure, where we extended the previous
findings beyond the condition of donor and acceptor states
under population inversion. This study reveals the important
role and interplay of electronic structure and electron-vibration
coupling in the heating and cooling dynamics of a broad class of
conjugated molecular wires.
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